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Executive Summary
Overview
This report outlines the transport modelling undertaken for Stage 1 of the Thorndon Quay and
Hutt Road – Single Stage Business Case relevant for the options development and
assessment. The broad approach is to use a combination of spreadsheet modelling and
intersection modelling to provide an indicative level of benefits for options currently being
considered. It should be noted, this document describes the indicative modelling only. Stage 2
of the project will assess the preferred option in more detail via a combination of AIMSUN and
WTSM models operated by the Wellington Analytics Unit.
Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road are part of the critical northern route to and from Wellington
city. Achievable benefits identified early include bus priority, reliability improvements and
safety improvements for people cycling between the city and the planned Te Ara Tupua
Ngauranga to Petone walking and cycling link.
The objectives of the Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road Single Stage Business Case are to:
1. Improve reliability of bus service equivalent to current daytime speed and variability by
2026 and maintain to 2036;
2. Improve Level of Service (LoS) for non-car modes by 2026 and maintain to 2036 Walking LoS (C), Cycling LoS (A/B). Public Transport – Sufficient capacity for growth;
3. Reduce the safety risk along Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road for all vulnerable road users
and Hutt Road for vehicles by 2030;
4. Amenity aligns with Place and Movement Framework criteria for Thorndon Quay by
2036; and
5. Freight - Maintain similar access (level of service) for people and freight to the ferry
terminal / CentrePort.

Options Considered
The corridor options assessed are as follows:
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Common elements to the proposals which have been incorporated into the modelling include:
•

Reduced speeds;

•

Signalising existing zebra crossings;

•

A new signalised crossing under the motorway overpass;

•

Signalising the intersection of Hutt Road, Thorndon Quay and Tinakori Road; and

•

Rationalising the bus stops.

Converting a traffic lane to a special vehicle lane on Hutt Road between Kaiwharawhara Road
and Aotea Quay has not been modelled, as it has potential for severe congestion between
Hutt Road and Kaiwharawhara Road (morning peak) and, Aotea Quay and Hutt Road
(evening peak), with wider network effects that may negate the public transport reliability
improvements.
A high-level assessment has been undertaken to understand the potential benefits and effects
of a service lane or raised median along Hutt Road (near Kaiwharawhara) and a roundabout
at Aotea Quay.

Analysis Approach
The analysis conducted has been used to inform the anticipated benefits and effects for:
•

Investment Objective 1 – Reliability of bus services;

•

Investment Objective 2 – Active mode levels of service; and

•

Investment Objective 5 – Freight reliability.

The assessment of motorised modes (buses, cars and trucks) has been undertaken for the
morning and evening peak periods in each direction using a spreadsheet model that has been
based on the Waka Kotahi Research Report 557, but disaggregated into sections to allow for
the different options being considered. The model was validated to within 10% of the journey
times for buses and for other traffic. This report presents the design year results (2036) and
has been supplemented with SIDRA analysis for the Aotea Quay turnaround, and service lane
on Hutt Road (near Kaiwharawhara).
Public transport patronage, route and mode choice, and traffic volume forecasts have been
provided from the WTSM and AIMSUN models respectively. The AIMSUN models were
developed for 2026, so a 10% uplift was applied to estimate a 2036 scenario. This will be
verified following the WSTM tests to compare the do minimum and design option.
The assessment of active modes along the corridor has been undertaken using the Danish
Level of Service method, and the crossing level of service has been based on both the
crossing spacing and the crossing delay times as per Austroads1.

1

Austroads Research Report – Level of Service Metrics (Network Operations Planning)
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Results Summary
Bus and Freight Reliability
Table 1 and Table 2 present a summary of travel times between Ngauranga and Mulgrave
Street for the options assessed. Different types of Special Vehicle Lanes on Hutt Road were
considered due to the potential consequential impact of replacing one of the general traffic
lanes with a Special Vehicle Lane. The potential attractiveness of the Special Vehicle Lane for
people currently using SH1 has not been analysed at this stage, but it could be substantial.
The main body of the report presents more detailed results.
Table 1: Summary results for southbound direction (2036 Morning Peak Period 7am – 9am)

Scenario

Bus Travel
Time

Truck
Travel
Time

Car Travel
Time

Base

12.9

10.8

Do-Minimum (2036)

21.0

18.1

Bus Lane on Hutt Road (Ngauranga to
Kaiwharawhara):

10.7

24.5

10.1 – 11.2

23.3 – 25.1

Bus Lane on Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to
Tinakori Road) and Thorndon Quay
HOV Lane (T2 or T3, no Trucks) on Hutt Road
(Ngauranga to Kaiwharawhara):
Bus Lane on Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to
Tinakori Road) and Thorndon Quay
HOV Lane (T2 or T3, with Trucks) on Hutt
Road (Ngauranga to Kaiwharawhara):
Bus Lane on Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to
Tinakori Road) and Thorndon Quay
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11.1 – 20.2

11.0 – 18.5

20.2 – 21.6

Table 2: Summary results for northbound direction (2036 Evening Peak Period 4pm – 6pm)

Scenario

Bus Travel
Time

Truck
Travel
Time

Car Travel
Time

Base (Modelled)

11.2

9.6

Do-Minimum (2036)

11.4

10.6

Bus Lane on Hutt Road (Ngauranga to
Kaiwharawhara):

9.8

13.2

10.0

13.1 – 21.8

Bus Lane on Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to
Tinakori Road) and Thorndon Quay
HOV Lane (T2 or T3, no Trucks) on Hutt Road
(Ngauranga to Kaiwharawhara):
Bus Lane on Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to
Tinakori Road) and Thorndon Quay
HOV Lane (T2 or T3, with Trucks) on Hutt
Road (Ngauranga to Kaiwharawhara):

10.4 – 10.6

11.2 – 13.7

13.9 – 16.4

Bus Lane on Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to
Tinakori Road) and Thorndon Quay
Bus Reliability
The provision of a Special Vehicle Lane on Hutt Road and a bus lane along Thorndon Quay is
likely to result in consistent travel times in the order of 10 - 11 minutes through to 2036 in both
directions. This is lower than the current observed peak period journey times and similar to
the off-peak travel times, where there is very little congestion along the corridor.
In the morning peak period, when compared to the 2036 scenario without bus priority
measures (the do-minimum), the potential benefit could be in the order of 10 minutes per bus.
In the evening period, the benefits are expected to be in the order of 1 – 2 minutes; however,
the caveat is that the model does not account for blocking back from the motorway ramps,
and hence the benefits of bus priority are likely to be higher than estimated in this
assessment. It is understood that the AIMSUN model includes for this, and therefore will be
assessed within Phase 2.
During the day, the future conditions along the corridor are unlikely to significantly impact on
the reliability of bus services (subject to parking turnover) that would warrant further
consideration of full-time bus lanes or Special Vehicle Lanes along the corridor (particularly
along Thorndon Quay).
The exception to the above conclusion is in the morning peak period where a T2 lane with
trucks is proposed. The volumes of traffic eligible to use the Special Vehicle Lane on Hutt
Road is too high to provide any benefit to any motorised mode travelling southbound through
this section. This is also likely to apply for a T2 lane without trucks as cars with more than two
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occupants that use SH1 shift to Hutt Road to take advantage of the Special Vehicle Lane.
Therefore, it is recommended that a T2 lane (with or without trucks) is not considered further.
This exercise confirms that a Special Vehicle Lane on Hutt Road and a proposed bus lane on
Thorndon Quay are likely to provide benefits in the peak direction (southbound in the morning
and northbound in the evening). This provides a strong contribution to Investment Objective 1
related to bus reliability, with the southbound direction in the morning peak period expected to
provide the greatest benefits.
Freight Reliability
The reliability for trucks appears to be contingent on two aspects:
1. If trucks are eligible to use the Special Vehicle Lane on Hutt Road (Ngauranga to
Kaiwharawhara); and
2. If trucks are not permitted to use the Special Vehicle Lane on Hutt Road (Ngauranga
to Kaiwharawhara) and are confined to the general traffic lanes.
The use of the bus lanes on Thorndon Quay by trucks has not been considered as it is
inconsistent with the street environment, there are likely to be challenges associated with the
interaction at bus stops and the entrance to the bus terminal (crossing over the traffic lanes)
If trucks are eligible to use the Special Vehicle Lane on Hutt Road (between Kaiwharawhara
and Ngauranga), then the reliability benefits for trucks (particularly in the peaks) are likely to
be similar to the estimated public transport benefits in this section of the corridor.
If trucks are not eligible to use the Special Vehicle Lane, then they are likely to be susceptible
to the impacts of replacing a general traffic lane with the Special Vehicle Lane (in the peak
periods), which are expected to be a combination of:
1. Increased public transport patronage beyond what is forecast in Wellington Transport
Strategy Model (WTSM) in the longer term;
2. Re-routing from Hutt Road to SH1 and other routes (such as Ngaio Gorge) beyond
what is forecast in WTSM;
3. Re-routing from SH1 for vehicles eligible to use a Special Vehicle Lane on Hutt Road;
4. Peak spreading; and
5. Provision of an alternative route to the Interislander Ferry Terminal via the proposed
Aotea Quay roundabout (discussed below).
The WTSM model forecasts reduce the traffic volume significantly, but still require an
additional 300 vehicle per hour (~5% of the peak motorway flow) reduction in the demand for
Hutt Road; however there isn’t the capacity on the motorway through the interchange to
accommodate this in the 7am – 9am period and there is limited spare capacity in the 6am –
7am period. However, the combination of the above has the potential to provide a neutral
outcome for freight travelling to Aotea Quay, but a range of impacts from neutral to moderate
negative for trucks travelling via Thorndon Quay.
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This uncertainty in the impacts warrants further investigation in both the elasticities of the
public transport response, the routing in AIMSUN, and the potential impacts outside the
modelled periods in both the AIMSUN models and WTSM models.
Benefit and Impact of Aotea Quay Roundabout
The potential benefit of the Aotea Quay roundabout is the potential to allow people and trucks
travelling to the Interislander Ferry Terminal via SH1, instead of Hutt Road (which is the only
route from the north accessible to the ferry terminal), and has the potential to be heavily
congested in the morning peak period with the implementation of a Special Vehicle Lane. The
work undertaken as part of the Multi-User Ferry Terminal project indicates that this may be in
the order of 400 vehicles per hour in the respective morning and evening peaks. The
conclusion at this stage is that there is merit in using the AIMSUM models to progress more
detailed investigations of the benefits of this inclusion; however it is anticipated that there is a
benefit for Interislander travel compared to the scenarios with a Special Vehicle Lane on Hutt
Road but without the Aotea Quay roundabout.
Impact of Service Lane
The provision of a service lane along Hutt Road at Kaiwharawhara introduces another traffic
signal phase and reduces the overall level of service to poor (F). However, except for a
Special Vehicle Lane being a T2 lane (with or without trucks), the Special Vehicle Lane should
operate reasonably efficiently, therefore continuing to provide benefits for public transport. If
trucks are not able to use the Special Vehicle Lane, then they will be affected by the provision
of the service lane to the same level as general traffic.
Furthermore, if the preferred proposal is to connect to a new Multi-User Ferry Terminal at the
intersection of Hutt Road and Kaiwharawhara Road, the inclusion of the service lane would
result in a 5-phase intersection, which may affect the performance of the Special Vehicle Lane
as well. It is recommended that the Phase 2 work undertakes sensitivity testing to determine
the impacts.
Active Modes
The assessment for active modes has been undertaken separately for facilities along the
corridor and crossing opportunities along the section of the corridor between Aotea Quay and
Thorndon Quay. Through the section between the motorway overpass and Tinakori Road, the
cycling level of service with uni-directional cycle paths is expected to be poor, primarily due to
the constrained width through the section, hence the bi-directional cycleway is preferred.
Walking level of service is expected to be good along the corridor for all options except the
concept with bus lanes in both directions, and uni-directional cycle paths.
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The levels of service estimated using the Danish Cycling Level of Service Method are
provided in Table 3.
Table 3: Active Mode Level of Service along the corridor (Danish Level of Service)

Segment

Northbound

Southbound

Walk

Cycle

Walk

Cycle

Existing

D

F

D

F

Concept 1: Southbound bus lane with a bi-directional
facility

C

F

C

C

C

D

D

D

C

E

C

E

C

F

C

B

(a) Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to Tinakori Road) and
Thorndon Quay (Motorway overpass to Mulgrave
Street)
Concept 2: Bus Lanes in both directions with unidirectional cycle paths
(a) Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to Tinakori Road) and
Thorndon Quay (Motorway overpass to Mulgrave
Street)
Concept 3: Southbound bus lane with uni-directional
cycle paths
(a) Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to Tinakori Road) and
Thorndon Quay (Motorway overpass to Mulgrave
Street)
Concept 4: Bus lane in both directions with a bidirectional facility
(a) Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to Tinakori Road) and
Thorndon Quay (Motorway overpass to Mulgrave
Street)
The active mode level of service for people crossing the road has been evaluated using the
level of service metrics provided by Austroads 2 which consider both the crossing delay and
the crossing spacing.
The analysis indicates that if pedestrians and buses are prioritised over general traffic, then a
50 second cycle time would provide a good level of service for pedestrians crossing the road
and public transport. At a 70 second cycle time (pedestrian delay of 30 seconds), it is
anticipated that the reliability of public transport can be maintained for the concepts with no
northbound bus lane on Thorndon Quay, but at the expense of increased pedestrian delay.

2

AP-R575-15: Level of Service Metrics (Network Operations Planning, Figure A1.
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The crossing level of service could be improved with additional crossings along the corridor,
including under the motorway overpass (next to relocated bus stops), at Tinakori Road and
potentially others along Thorndon Quay to provide a 100m spacing. In peak times, with a
cycle time of 70 seconds, the level of service for all modes is expected to be good, and in offpeak periods a cycle time of 50 seconds would also result in a good level of service for all
modes.

Conclusions and Next Steps
From the analysis undertaken, the following initial conclusions have been developed, and are
subject to more detailed assessment in the next stage of the project:
1. There is a very strong case for bus priority (southbound) in the morning peak (as per
Concept 1 and Concept 3) as it expected that there will be significant benefits;
2. There is a case for bus priority (northbound) in the evening peak, however the
expected benefit is lower than benefits in the southbound morning peak;
3. It is expected that with peak period bus priority, the bus journey times will be in the
order of 10-11 minutes which is lower than currently observed, and in the case of the
morning peak period, significantly lower than the do-minimum;
4. There doesn’t appear to be a strong case for all-day bus priority along the corridor as
the level of service (reliability) is expected to remain good in off-peak periods through
to 2036. However, along Hutt Road there would likely be a lesser impact to other road
users if the Special Vehicle Lane was implemented before congestion develops
throughout the day;
5. The type of Special Vehicle Lane is a balancing act between improving reliability for
buses, improving reliability for freight, managing the impact of converting a general
traffic lane to a Special Vehicle Lane, and ensuring that the volume of traffic in the
Special Vehicle Lane does not negate its benefits. As a result, the recommendation at
this stage (excluding safety considerations) is to exclude a T2 lane from further
investigation;
6. The roundabout at Aotea Quay/Mainfreight entrance should be included under all
options to provide an additional access to the Interislander Ferry Terminal, and/or to
mitigate potential impacts of restricting right turn movements on Hutt Road if a raised
median is implemented. The roundabout at Aotea Quay may negate the need to allow
trucks in the Special Vehicle Lane to achieve the investment objective related to
access to the Interislander Ferry Terminal;
7. Consider additional controlled crossing points along Thorndon Quay to reduce the
spacing between the current (which will be upgraded) and proposed crossings at
Tinakori Road and the motorway overpass (where bus stops are proposed). More
crossings will improve the level of service by reducing the distance to walk to a formal
crossing point. The provision of additional crossings is unlikely to have a significant
impact on the reliability of public transport along the corridor;
8. Uni-directional cycle paths on Thorndon Quay (between the motorway overpass and
Thorndon Quay) are expected to result in a poor level of service for cycling and
walking due to the constrained width, hence extending the existing bi-directional cycle
path is recommended;
9. The provision of a bi-directional path along Thorndon Quay provides good level of
service (B/C) and a higher level of service than the uni-directional cycle paths (D/E)
using the Danish Cycling Level of Service method. This is primarily due to the path
width and the buffer between the cycle path and the road. However, this assessment
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does not consider the safety implications of a bi-directional cycle path, which is being
addressed through the Investment Objective related to safety;
10. The elasticities of the public transport response, the routing in AIMSUN, and the
potential impacts outside the modelled periods in both the AIMSUN models and WTSM
models are to be further investigated in Stage 2 of the project to confirm the
assessment of the reliability for trucks.
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Introduction
Overview
This report outlines the transport modelling undertaken for Stage 1 of the Thorndon Quay and
Hutt Road – Single Stage Business Case relevant for the options development and
assessment. The broad approach is to use a combination of spreadsheet modelling and
intersection modelling to provide an indicative level of benefits for options currently being
considered. In Stage 2 of the project, the preferred option will be assessed in more detail
utilising a combination of AIMSUN and WTSM models operated by the Wellington Analytics
Unit.

The Project
The Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road Single Stage Business Case (SSBC) project is one the of
LGWM’s Early Delivery interventions whose benefits could be delivered relatively quickly and
are not constrained by the scope of the larger elements in the programme such as Mass
Transit. The project is currently in its first stage of development which is seeking to identify a
preferred option to deliver on the investment objectives agreed by the LGWM Steering Group.
Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road are part of the critical northern route to and from Wellington
city. Achievable benefits identified early include bus priority, reliability improvements and
safety improvements for people cycling between the city and the planned Te Ara Tupua
Ngauranga to Petone walking and cycling link.
The objectives of the Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road SSBC are to:
1. Improve reliability of bus service equivalent to current daytime speed and variability by
2026 and maintain to 2036;
2. Improve Level of Service (LoS) for non-car modes by 2026 and maintain to 2036 Walking LoS (C), Cycling LoS (A/B). Public Transport – Sufficient capacity for growth;
3. Reduce the safety risk along Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road for all vulnerable road users
and Hutt Road for vehicles by 2030;
4. Amenity aligns with Place and Movement Framework criteria for Thorndon Quay by
2036; and
5. Freight - Maintain similar access for people and freight to the ferry terminal / CentrePort.
The analysis is intended to provide quantitative outputs to assess the benefits and impacts of
the options against:
•

Investment Objective 1 – Reliability of bus services;

•

Investment Objective 2 – Active mode levels of service; and,

•

Investment Objective 5 – Freight reliability.
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Methodology
Model Development
Overall Approach
The assessment of motorised modes (buses, cars and trucks) has been undertaken using a
spreadsheet model based on the Waka Kotahi Research Report 557 but disaggregated into
sections to allow for the different options being considered. These models have been
developed for the morning and evening 2-hour peaks (7am – 9am and 4pm – 6pm
respectively). The overall modelling approach is outlined in Figure 1.
Figure 1:Overall Modelling Approach for the corridor assessments

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Model Inputs:
Traffic and truck counts
Bus services and
patronage
Bus stopping patterns
Traffic signal phasing
and timing
Vehicle occupancy

Additional Model Inputs:
1. Forecast traffic volumes
2. Forecast patronage
3. Bus stopping patterns

Additional Model Inputs:
1. Behavioural response
2. Options: Layout and bus
stop changes

No changes to other
parameters

No changes to other
parameters

Base Models (2019
AM 7am – 9am and
PM 4pm – 6pm)

Future Do-Min (2036
AM 7am – 9am &
PM 4pm – 6pm)

Validation Data
(Bus Travel Times &
Car Journey Times)

Model outputs
1. Corridor travel times for general traffic, trucks,
public transport
2. Corridor travel time per person and per vehicle
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Option Models (2036
AM 7am – 9am &
PM 4pm – 6pm)

Base Model Inputs
The base model inputs and source are provided in Table 4.
Table 4: Base Model Inputs

Input

Source

Traffic Counts

SCATS and Tube Counts supplied by WCC and WAU that were
reconciled to provide a count set for the morning (7am – 9am)
and the evening peak (4pm – 6pm)

Peak Factor (% of
traffic in the peak hour
out of the 2 hour)

SCATS and Tube Counts supplied by WCC and WAU indicating
just over 50% of traffic in the peak hour

Traffic Signal Phasing
and Timing

SCATS information supplied by WCC

Bus Patronage

Case for Change and WTSM

Bus Acceleration and
Deceleration at stops

Default parameters in the Transit Quality of Service Manual
(TRB, 2010)

Dwell Time Per Stop

Case for Change

% of buses stopping at
each stop

Case for Change

Gap acceptance for
buses to re-enter
traffic stream

Wellington Bus Priority Indicative Business Case

Zebra Crossing Delays

Input from TomTom data due to difficulties in modelling zebra
crossings

Average Vehicle
Occupancy

Cordon survey supplied by WAU. Vehicle occupancy on Hutt
Road was estimated using Thorndon Quay (AVO – 1.51) and
Aotea Quay (AVO = 1.26) to give a vehicle occupancy of 1.38

% of T2 versus T3

Assumed to be a ratio of 4 T2s: 1 T3 in-line with case studies
used in Waka Kotahi Research Report 557. This equates to
~31% T2s and 8% T3s

Model Process
The spreadsheet model calculates the travel times in the kerbside lane (based on the
eligibility of vehicles in the kerbside lane) and the other general traffic lanes for each direction
and each time period, by adding the segment travel times along the corridor. For general
traffic, the segment travel time is the sum of:
•

The mid-block travel time; and

•

The intersection delay (noting that zebra crossing delay is an input).
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For buses the segment travel time is the sum of:
•

The mid-block travel time;

•

The intersection delay (noting that zebra crossing delay is an input);

•

Bus acceleration and deceleration at bus stops;

•

Dwell time at bus stops; and

•

Re-entry delay where bus stops are indented.

The model processes are provided in Table 5
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Table 5: Model Processes

Input

Source

Mid-block travel time

Akcelik speed-flow curves
Link capacity set at 1,400 vph for Hutt Road (Ngauranga to Aotea
Quay) and 1,000 vph along Thorndon Quay
Friction factor (J-Parameter) = 1
The volumes used in the calculations of midblock travel times are
the 2-hour volumes * the peak factor.

Intersection Delay

Uses HCM intersection delay formula with the observed traffic
signal times – no adjustments except for downstream blocking
The volumes used in the calculations of intersection delay are the
2-hour volumes * the peak factor.

Re-entry delay

Gap acceptance for buses to re-enter traffic stream (Source:
Wellington Bus Priority Indicative Business Case) and the
kerbside lane volume are used to estimate the re-entry delay for
indented bus stops.

Weighted average
dwell time

Dwell time per stop * % of buses stopping at the stop.

Bus stop acceleration
and deceleration

Estimated using default parameters in the Transit Quality of
Service Manual and the average speeds estimated from TomTom
data provided by Waka Kotahi. This may overestimate the delay
where there are slower speeds due to congestion.

Lane assignment

Where there are no Special Vehicle Lanes traffic has been
assigned equally to the lanes.
Where there is a Special Vehicle Lane, vehicles were assigned to
it based on the eligibility, with the remainder assigned to the
general traffic lanes. There is a limit in the model that does not
allow for higher volumes in the Special Vehicle Lane than the
adjacent general traffic lane.

Limits: Capacity

The model includes a function to constrain traffic volumes from
passing through to the next section where:
1. The mid-block lane capacity is exceeded
2. The intersection lane capacity is exceeded

Limits: Speeds and
Delays

The model includes a function to limit the mid-block travel to
10kph (severe congestion) and a maximum intersection delay of
10 minutes
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Model Validation
The spreadsheet models were validated against the observed journey times:
•

For buses (using the journey time information for the section between Centennial
Highway and the Mulgrave Bus Terminal in the Case for Change (Figure 35 and 36);
and

•

For general traffic (using journey time information provided from TomTom supplied by
Waka Kotahi for the period between March and November 2019).

The results are provided in Table 6 and Table 7. Time distance diagrams are provided in
Figure 2 - Figure 5 to demonstrate the alignment between the modelled journey times and the
observed journey times at points along the route. The results show that the model is well
aligned with the observed journey times, providing confidence that they can be used for
forecasting and option testing. Phase 2 of the assessment will build on this information with
the use of AIMSUN.
Table 6: Journey Time Validation – Southbound

Route

Observed

Modelled

Difference

Buses – AM

13.3 mins

12.9 mins

-0.4 mins

Buses – PM

9.8 mins

9.8 mins

0 mins

General Traffic –
AM

10.7 mins

10.8 mins

+0.1 mins

General Traffic - PM

8.7 mins

7.9 mins

-0.8 mins

Observed

Modelled

Difference

Buses – AM

9.7 mins

10.1 mins

+0.4 mins

Buses – PM

9.6 mins

11.2 mins

+1.6 mins

General Traffic –
AM

8.1 mins

8 mins

-0.1 mins

General Traffic - PM

9.5 mins

9.3 mins

-0.2 mins

Table 7: Journey Time Validation – Northbound

Route
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Figure 2: Bus journey time profile – modelled vs observed (2019 AM southbound)

Figure 3: Bus journey time profile – modelled vs observed (2019 PM northbound)
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Figure 4: General traffic journey time profile – modelled vs observed (2019 AM southbound)

Figure 5: General traffic journey time profile – modelled vs observed (2019 PM northbound)
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Limitations
Whilst the modelling approach draws on both the regional models (WTSM) and the AIMSUN
models, there are limitations to the spreadsheet and SIDRA modelling that need to be
recognised as they lead to the potential over-estimated of congestion for vehicles using the
general traffic lane(s):
1. Route choice – the models have been developed to consider the performance of Hutt
Road and Thorndon Quay using inputs from the WTSM and AIMSUN models to reflect
the demands based on the scenario that includes a bus lane on Hutt Road
(southbound between Jarden Mile and Kaiwharawhara). The effect of the congestion
has been reflected in the corridor demands and diversion to other corridors (SH1,
Onslow Road and Kaiwharawhara Road); however, there is potential for increased
congestion to influence the choice of route between SH1 and Hutt Road, which is
currently observed;
2. Peak spreading – the spreadsheet models reflect average conditions over the 2-hour
period; however, there is the potential for the demand on Hutt Road to be spread over
a longer period if the conditions in the peak 2 hour are severely congested;
3. Elasticities of demand – No additional work has been undertaken to test the demand
elasticities for public transport patronage. This is explained further in the discussion on
bus patronage forecasts.
The implication is in the selection of the Special Vehicle Lane and the knock-on impact to the
economic evaluation where an option replaces a general traffic lane with a Special Vehicle
Lane on Hutt Road between Jarden Mile and Aotea Quay. These limitations can be addressed
in Stage 2 of the project where the final assessments will be completed.
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Future Year (2036) Do-Minimum Models
The Do-Minimum model inputs and sources are provided in Table 8.
Table 8: 2036 Do-Minimum Modelled Inputs

Input

Source

Traffic Volume Forecasts

AIMSUN models (2026) plus an assumption that there
would be 10% growth over the following 10 years

Peak Factor (% of traffic in
the peak hour out of the 2
hour)

SCATS and Tube Counts supplied by WCC and WAU
indicating just over 50% of traffic in the peak hour

Bus Patronage

WTSM, noting the discussion in the next section

Dwell Times

Increased proportionally to the bus patronage growth

All other parameters

No change from the base models

Future Year Option Models
Scenarios considered
The scenarios considered for the corridor assessment are as follows:
1. Hutt Road (between Ngauranga and Kaiwharawhara – both directions)
a. No Special Vehicle Lane (do-minimum);
b. Bus lane;
c. T3 lane (no trucks);
d. T3 Lane (with trucks);
e. T2 lane (no trucks); and
f.

T2 lane (with trucks).

2. Hutt Road (Kaiwharawhara – Aotea Quay – both directions)
a. No Special Vehicle Lanes due to the potential wider network impacts for trucks
and general traffic, and potential weaving issues that could undermine the
benefits of a Special Vehicle Lane.
3. Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to Tinakori Road – both directions) and Thorndon Quay
a. Bus Lane
i. On Hutt Road southbound, the existing clearway would be used as the
bus lane; and
ii. On Hutt Road northbound and Thorndon Quay, the existing parking lane
and clearway would be used as the bus lane.
Trucks and high occupancy vehicles have not been considered for Thorndon Quay, as the
buses travelling in the kerbside lane need to cross over into the bus station at Mulgrave
Street, and the provision of a lane that increases capacity for general traffic and trucks is likely
to exacerbate existing issues at the Mulgrave Street intersection (in the morning peak period)
and on Hutt Road (near Tinakori Road) in the evening peak period.
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Bus Patronage Forecasts
Modelled Forecasts
The patronage forecasts have been developed using the Wellington Strategic Transport
Models (WTSM) for the scenarios listed in Table 9 for the 2036 AM Peak, Daytime Peak and
PM Peak 2 hour periods in each direction (refer to LGWM Model Specification). For the
Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road SSBC project, a morning peak period bus lane has been
included between Jarden Mile (Ngauranga) to Kaiwharawhara intersection on Hutt Road. The
next phase of assessment will require the latest LGWM scenarios in order to update the public
transport patronage forecasts.
Table 9: 2036 WTSM Forecast Scenarios

Option

Golden
Mile

City
Streets

Thorndon
Quay/Hutt
Road*

MRT

Basin
Reserve
and Mt
Victoria
Tunnel

THQR Project

X

X

X

Project plus
LGWM
Anchor
Projects (RPI)

X

X

X

X

X

RPI plus SH1
improvements

X

X

X

X

X

SH1
improvements
(Terrace
Tunnel to
Ngauranga)

Do Minimum

X

Table 10 provides the bus patronage forecasts for Thorndon Quay from the Wellington
Strategic Transport Models. The percentages in brackets show the increase compared to the
“do-minimum” scenario.
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Table 10: Patronage uplift on Thorndon Quay with network improvements

Option

Morning Peak
Inbound (2hr)

Daytime Peak
Inbound (2hr)

Evening Peak
Outbound (2hr)

Base Year (Modelled)

2,610 pax

480 pax

1,850 pax

Do Minimum

3,050 pax

590 pax

2,300 pax

2036 THQR Project

3,550 pax (+16%)

540 pax (-8%)

2,710 (+18%)

2036 THQR Project
plus LGWM Anchor
Projects (RPI)

3,400 pax (+11%)

760 pax (+30%)

2,680 (+16%)

2036 RPI plus SH1
improvements

3.270 pax (+7%)

740 pax (+26%)

2,550 (+11%)

For the purposes of the assessment, the forecasts for the Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road
SSBC project have been adopted for the assessment.
There is expected to be a significant increase in public transport across all the scenarios that
can be attributed to the Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road SSBC project. It is also interesting to
note that the forecast bus patronage on Thorndon Quay is lower with the additional of the
anchor projects and additional SH1 improvements. However, the improvements on SH1
(between the Terrace Tunnel and Ngauranga) have an overall impact of less than 10% on bus
patronage on Thorndon Quay, when a higher impact could have been expected with improved
road access to the Wellington city centre afforded by the improvements to the motorway. This
confirms that the Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road SSBC project contributes to the wider LGWM
programme even with road improvements.
Sensitivity on Patronage Growth
Figure 6 below shows the historic passenger demands in the AM peak on Thorndon Quay as
counted in the annual cordon surveys, which are undertaken in March of each year. The
trendline indicates that bus passengers have been increasing by approximately 3% per
annum (linear) since 2000.
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Figure 6: Historic Public Transport Patronage (Source: Case for Change)

This comparison indicates that bus patronage growth in Wellington has been strong over the
last 20 years. This could be attributed to the many bus priority measures implemented in the
city centre and improvements to bus routes and services implemented across the wider
region.
Table 11 presents a comparison between the modelled bus patronage forecasts and
estimates based on historic growth. It indicates that the modelled forecast public transport
patronage is approximately half of the estimated patronage estimated from the historic growth.
Table 11: Comparison of extrapolated growth with modelled forecasts on Thorndon Quay

Option

Modelled growth in the
WTSM do-minimum
scenario

Extrapolated from
observed growth (2019
– 2036)

~3,050 pax

~3,640 pax

(+17%)

(+35%)

Do Nothing (Modelled: Base
Year - 2036)

If the bus patronage follows the historic trends, and is double the modelled forecast growth,
the potential increase in uplift as a result of the project could also apply. This comparison is
provided in Table 12 using the uplifts outlined in Table 10
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The implication to the Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road project is predominantly associated with
the potential re-allocation of one of the general traffic lanes on Hutt Road as a Special Vehicle
Lane (bus lane or high occupancy vehicle lane).
If the bus patronage growth follows the observed trend in the peaks there is the potential for
the traffic volume forecasts to be over-estimated, and therefore the impacts to general traffic
(and trucks if they are not permitted to use the Special Vehicle Lane) will also be overestimated. This is discussed further later in the report.
Table 12: Sensitivity Patronage uplift on Thorndon Quay with network improvements

Option

2036 Morning Peak Inbound (2hr)

2036 Evening Peak Outbound (2hr)

Modelled

Based on historic
growth

Modelled

Based on historic
growth

Do
Nothing

3,050 pax

3,640 pax

2,300 pax

2,740 pax

THQR
Project

3,550 pax

4,220 pax

2,710 pax

3,180 pax

Traffic Volumes - Behavioural Response
In additional to patronage uplifts, the WTSM model results give an indication of the potential
reduction in car trips along the corridor in the 2036 morning peak period with a southbound
bus lane:
•
•
•

26% north of Kaiwharwhara compared with do minimum;
12% reduction between Kaiwharawhara – Tinakori; and
10% increase on Tinakori, and 21% on Thorndon Quay – all in the morning peak.

These reductions were applied in the southbound direction only approaching Kaiwharawhara
intersection in the option where the Special Vehicle Lane on Hutt Road is a bus lane (noting
that capacity constraints at Kaiwharawhara prevent traffic from reaching Tinakori Road and
Thorndon Quay). For the scenarios where the Special Vehicle Lane is an HOV Lane, the
process applied was as follows:
1. apply the reductions above to the forecast volume upstream of Kaiwharawhara Road;
2. estimate the HOV lane usage from the vehicle occupancy information and the forecast
volumes;
3. add 1 and 2 to give the total traffic volume where the Special Vehicle Lane on Hutt
Road.
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The results of the forecast traffic volumes are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8
Figure 7: Forecast Traffic Demand Southbound (2036 AM Peak Period – 2 hours)
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Figure 8: Forecast Traffic Demand Northbound (2036 PM Peak Period – 2 hours)
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Corridor Assessments
Journey time summaries
Morning Peak Period
Table 13 summarises the journey times by mode along the corridor with the different
scenarios. The ranges provided for the HOV lanes reflect the different use of the lane (T3 – 3
or more occupants or T2 – 2 or more occupants). Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the forecast
journey times by segment in both directions.
From the modelling undertaken, the provision of bus priority with either a HOV lane or a Bus
Lane along Hutt Road (between Ngauranga and Kaiwharawhara) is expected to provide
significant benefits for bus passengers travelling southbound towards the city in the morning
peak period.
The exception of the Special Vehicle Lane allowing for T2 plus trucks, is expected to result in
the lane carrying similar levels of traffic to the general traffic lanes, therefore offering no
benefit for bus passengers. Noting the limitations of the modelling with respect to route choice
between SH1 and Hutt Road for high occupant vehicles, the situation where the Special
Vehicle Lane is overloaded could also apply to a T2 lane without trucks.
In the northbound direction in the morning peak, it is expected that there is a negligible
difference in journey times for all modes travelling along the corridor (less than 1 minute),
irrespective of whether there is a Special Vehicle Lane along the corridor with the reduced
speeds, crossing improvements and signalising intersections along Thorndon Quay.
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Table 13: Southbound Journey Times (2036 Morning Peak Period)

Scenario

Bus Travel
Time

Truck
Travel
Time

Car Travel
Time

Base

12.9

10.8

Do-Minimum (2036)

21.0

18.1

Bus Lane on Hutt Road (Ngauranga to
Kaiwharawhara):

10.7

24.5

10.1 – 11.2

23.3 – 25.1

Bus Lane on Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to
Tinakori Road) and Thorndon Quay
HOV Lane (T2 or T3, no Trucks) on Hutt Road
(Ngauranga to Kaiwharawhara):
Bus Lane on Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to
Tinakori Road) and Thorndon Quay
HOV Lane (T2 or T3, with Trucks) on Hutt
Road (Ngauranga to Kaiwharawhara):

11.1 – 20.2

11.0 – 18.5

20.2 – 21.6

Bus Lane on Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to
Tinakori Road) and Thorndon Quay

The segment by segment journey times for the different Special Vehicle Lane options (Figure
9 and Figure 10) indicate that the intersections of Centennial highway/Jarden Mile/SH2/Hutt
Road (Jarden Mile intersection) and Hutt Road/Kaiwharawhara (Kaiwharawhara intersection)
intersection are likely to be pinch points for people travelling south into the city, who are not
eligible to use the Special Vehicle Lane. This is reflected in the segment travel times in Figure
10 where heavy congestion is reflected at the pinch points (where delays are capped to 10kph
speeds in each section).
The modelling of the bus lane has assumed that the bus queue jump lane at the Jarden Mile
intersection is in addition to the traffic lanes; whereas the modelling of the HOV lane has
assumed that one of the lanes has been converted. At this intersection, there is the ability to
“mix and match” (e.g. bus queue jump lane at the intersection, but then a lane converted to an
HOV lane through to Kaiwharawhara)’ however that flexibility is not available at the
Kaiwharawhara intersection which is constrained for space.
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Figure 9: Kerbside Lane Travel Times by Segment (2036 Morning Peak 7am – 9am)

Bus or HOV Lane between

No SVL

Kaiwharawhara and Ngauranga

Mulgrave Street

Southbound
above axis

Northbound
below axis
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Bus Lane between Aotea Quay and

Figure 10: General Traffic Lane Travel Times by Segment (2036 Morning Peak 7am – 9am)

Bus or HOV Lane between

No SVL

Kaiwharawhara and Ngauranga

Bus Lane between Aotea Quay and
Mulgrave Street

Southbound
above axis

Northbound
below axis

Evening Peak Period
Table 14 summarises the journey times by mode along the corridor with the different
scenarios. The ranges provided for the HOV lanes reflect the different use of the lane (T3 – 3
or more occupants or T2 – 2 or more occupants). Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the forecast
journey times by segment in both directions.
From the modelling undertaken, the provision of bus priority with either a HOV lane or a Bus
Lane along Hutt Road (between Ngauranga and Kaiwharawhara) is expected to secure the
reliability of buses travelling along the corridor in the evening peak period.
In the southbound direction in the evening peak, it is expected that there is a negligible
difference in journey times for all modes travelling along the corridor, irrespective of whether
there is a Special Vehicle Lane along the corridor (less than 1 minute) with the reduced
speeds, crossing improvements and signalising intersections along Thorndon Quay.
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Table 14: Northbound Journey Times (2036 Evening Peak Period)

Scenario

Bus Travel
Time

Truck
Travel
Time

Car Travel
Time

Base (Modelled)

11.2

9.6

Do-Minimum (2036)

11.4

10.6

Bus Lane on Hutt Road (Ngauranga to
Kaiwharawhara):

9.8

13.2

10.0

13.1 – 21.8

Bus Lane on Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to
Tinakori Road) and Thorndon Quay
HOV Lane (T2 or T3, no Trucks) on Hutt Road
(Ngauranga to Kaiwharawhara):
Bus Lane on Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to
Tinakori Road) and Thorndon Quay
HOV Lane (T2 or T3, with Trucks) on Hutt
Road (Ngauranga to Kaiwharawhara):

10.4 – 10.6

11.2 – 13.7

13.9 – 16.4

Bus Lane on Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to
Tinakori Road) and Thorndon Quay

The segment by segment journey times (Figure 11 and Figure 12) indicate that the
intersections of Centennial highway/Jarden Mile/SH2/Hutt Road (Jarden Mile intersection) and
Kaiwharawhara is likely to be pinch point for people travelling north away from the city if the
lane was a T3 lane (with or without trucks) and carried through the intersection.
The modelling of the bus lane scenario has assumed that the bus queue jump lane at the
Jarden Mile intersection and Kaiwharawhara is in addition to the traffic lanes; whereas the
modelling of the HOV lane has assumed that one of the lanes has been converted. At these
intersections (northbound), there is the ability to “mix and match” (e.g. mid-block HOV lane but
two general traffic lanes plus bus queue jump lane at the intersections).
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Figure 11: Kerbside Lane Travel Times by Segment (2036 Evening Peak 4pm – 6pm)

Bus or HOV Lane between

No SVL

Kaiwharawhara and Ngauranga

Mulgrave Street

Southbound
above axis

Northbound
below axis
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Bus Lane between Aotea Quay and

Figure 12: General Lane Travel Times by Segment (2036 Evening Peak 4pm – 6pm)

Bus or HOV Lane between

No SVL

Kaiwharawhara and Ngauranga

Bus Lane between Aotea Quay and
Mulgrave Street

Southbound
above axis

Northbound
below axis

Daytime Peak Period
The daytime peak period has not been explicitly modelled; however, consideration has been
given to whether a Special Vehicle Lane is warranted throughout the day. Along Thorndon
Quay, the decision comes down to whether a bus lane should be provided at the expense of
off-peak parking.
Traffic counts along Thorndon Quay (as shown in Figure 13) indicate that the peak hourly
volume during the day is approximately 400 vehicles per hour in each direction.
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Figure 13: Thorndon Quay Traffic Counts

The modelled forecasts in AIMSUN (based on the 2026 forecasts plus 10%) indicate that the
peak daytime volumes remain fairly stable each direction. The forecasts from the Wellington
Strategic Transport Models are similar at an absolute level; however, they indicate a growth of
between 11% and 22% above the base year volumes. If there is growth outside of the peak
period, it is not expected to have a significant impact on the reliability of buses, trucks and
general traffic travelling along the corridor.
To put this in context, the northbound peak hour observed volumes is approximately 800
vehicles per hour with an observed journey time in the order of 3.5 minutes3 - similar to the
daytime peak running period, where the observed volumes are approximately 400 vehicles
per hour northbound. This indicates that the reliability of the service does not appear to be a
significant issue.
In the evening peak, the modelled forecasts indicate that there may be up to 1 minute saving
for buses travelling along Thorndon Quay if a bus lane is implemented, noting that the
forecast volumes travelling northbound are not expected to increase significantly, as the
intersection with Mulgrave Street limits the amount of traffic that can continue on to Thorndon
Quay. It is anticipated that if a bus lane was operating throughout the day northbound, the
improvement to bus journey times and reliability would be lower.
In the southbound direction, the case is similar; however, the source of the congestion along
the corridor is at the intersections with Mulgrave Street and Featherston Street in the morning
peak period, with daytime peak and evening peak bus journey times being similar.
It is unlikely that a full-time bus lane would be justified based on either the bus patronage or
the reliability of bus service during the day; however, it is recommended that this be monitored
over time, given that there is flexibility in being able to adjust the times of bus lane operation.

3

Source: Case for Change: Figure 35
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Effect of Southbound Service Lane on Hutt Road between
Rangiora Avenue and Kaiwharawhara Road
To mitigate the potential risk of crashes associated with the implementation of a priority lane
on Hutt Road, and to address the existing crash risk of turning vehicles colliding with cyclists,
a service lane is being considered between Onslow Road and Rangiora Avenue. The potential
cross section in shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15.
Figure 14: Potential Service Lane Layout on Hutt Road

Figure 15: Potential cross section for a service lane on Hutt Road

The proposal allows for entry back on to Hutt Road as the signalised intersection of Hutt Road
and Kaiwharawhara Road, adding an additional traffic signal phase at the signalised crossing.
This would allow for people leaving the businesses between Kaiwharawhara Road and
Rangiora Avenue (including Westminster Street) to continue southbound along Hutt Road, to
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turn into Kaiwharawhara Road, or to turn back north along Hutt Road (subject to vehicle
tracking for semi-trailers and B-Trains).
The effect of this has been modelled in SIDRA using the existing volumes and turning
volumes out of Westminster Street from the AIMSUN base year models to understand the
relative level of service, and the kerbside lane capacity (for a Special Vehicle Lane).
It has been assumed that a right turn lane will be provided for traffic turning right from Hutt
Road and Kaiwharawhara Road, and that the traffic signal phasing will be the existing phasing
plus one new traffic signal phase for the service lane.
Table 15 provides the expected levels of service with and without the service lane. The
inclusion of the service lane is expected to have a significant impact on the overall efficiency
of the intersection, which is aligned with expectations.
Table 15: Level of Service at the intersection of Hutt Road and Kaiwharawhara Road

Time Period

No Service Lane

With Service Lane

Morning Peak Hour

E

F

Daytime Peak Hour

B

C

Evening Peak Hour

D

F

The effects on a potential Special Vehicle Lane along Hutt Road have been considered by
looking at the kerbside lane capacity (outlined in Table 16) with the service lane and
comparing it to the estimated use of a Special Vehicle Lane in 2036 (shown in Table 17).
Table 16: Kerbside Lane Capacity with southbound service lane at the intersection of Hutt Road and Kaiwharawhara Road

Time Period

Southbound Kerbside Lane
with service lane

Northbound Kerbside Lane
with service lane

Morning Peak Hour

780 vph

220 vph

Evening Peak Hour

780 vph

350 vph (affected by left turn
slip lane)
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Table 17: Estimated Use of Special Vehicle Lane in 2036

Time Period
Morning Peak Hour

Evening Peak Hour

Special Vehicle
Lane Type

Southbound Special
Vehicle Lane

Northbound Special
Vehicle Lane

Bus Lane

~35* vph

~20* vph

T3 (No Trucks)

160 vph

50 vph

T2 (No Trucks)

675 vph

210 vph

T3 (with Trucks)

410 vph

115 vph

T2 (with Trucks)

920 vph

280 vph

Bus Lane

~20* vph

~35*vph

T3 (No Trucks)

75 vph

115 vph

T2 (No Trucks)

300 vph

430 vph

T3 (with Trucks)

150 vph

220 vph

T2 (with Trucks)

370 vph

540 vph

Table 17 shows that the addition of a service lane and a signalised exit on to Hutt Road is
likely to preclude the use of a T2 lane (with or without Trucks) as the Special Vehicle Lane
would be operating over its capacity, which is a typical warrant for a Special Vehicle Lane.
Furthermore, there is the potential for the intersection to become a major bottleneck for traffic
exiting the city via Hutt Road as the capacity for a single northbound lane (if a lane was
converted at the intersection to a Special Vehicle Lane) is likely to be fairly low at ~670
vehicles hour compared to a forecast of 1,500 vehicles per hour.

Effect of Roundabout on Aotea Quay
A turnaround facility along Aotea Quay (at the Mainfreight entrance) is being considered for
the following purposes:
1. To provide an alternative route (via SH1) for people and trucks travelling to the
Interislander ferry terminal whose current access is only available via Hutt Road; and
2. To mitigate the potential left-in-left out restrictions posed by either the service lane
(discussed in the previous section) or the provision of a raised median on Hutt Road –
both of which are being considered to reduce the safety risk along Hutt Road
associated with turning crashes.
The proposed turnaround facility is a roundabout at Aotea Quay as outlined in Figure 16
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Figure 16: Proposed Layout for Turnaround facility at Aotea Quay

The effect of this has been modelled in SIDRA using the AIMSUN 2026 volumes plus 10% to
estimate what a 2036 scenario could look like. The volume undertaken to U-turn was the
Interislander bound traffic in the morning peak period and the modelled counts turning right
from Westminster Street forecast in the AIMSUN models.
The results indicate that the roundabout should operate efficiently in the morning peak period
for this scenario (Level of Service B), and indicates that there would be sufficient capacity in
the roundabout to cater for a significantly higher demand in line with estimated growth in ferry
bound traffic.
In the evening peak period, the level of service based on the modelled scenario is expected to
be good (Level of Service B); however, northbound travel on Aotea Quay may be adversely
affected with increases in ferry terminal traffic as the volume-capacity ratio for this movement
is >80%.
It is recommended that the roundabout be included as part of the project as it provides an
alternative route for people and trucks accessing the Interislander ferry terminal and can be
efficiently managed in the morning peak period. In the evening peak period, a metered
roundabout may be more appropriate to manage the efficiency of the roundabout. As a short
term measure (prior to further progression of the proposed Multi-User Ferry Terminal), the
roundabout appears to be an appropriate treatment.
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Commentary on the results
The modelled forecasts have been derived from the Wellington Strategic Transport Models,
which are four-stage demand models. At the time of preparing this report, it was understood
that the road capacity for Hutt Road was modelled at 1,400 vehicles per hour per lane;
however, the capacity at the intersection is the key driver for congestion along the corridor
having a capacity of up to 900 vehicles per hour for the through movements plus the right
turning traffic into Kaiwharawhara Road (forecast to be ~250 vehicles per 2 hours).
The results indicate that for the peak direction on Hutt Road, the initial impact of displacing up
to 900 vehicles per hour to facilitate the implementation of a Special Vehicle Lane is likely to
result in increases in congestion along the corridor for general traffic and trucks, if trucks are
not permitted to use the Special Vehicle Lane.
This effectively means that to maintain the reliability for freight along Hutt Road, freight must
be allowed to use a Special Vehicle Lane, or a demand reduction of the general traffic lane
down to just over 1,000 vehicles per hour between 7am and 9am is required.
To reduce the demands for Hutt Road to a “manageable level”, could mean a combination of:
•

Increased public transport patronage (noting the difference between modelled
forecasts and extrapolated growth in the morning peak period);

•

The inclusion of the turnaround at Aotea Quay/ Mainfreight could take up to 400
vehicles in the peak hour off Hutt Road, but noting that not all of this may be realised
because of the congestion on SH1. However, journey times from TomTom (supplied
by Waka Kotahi) confirm the anecdotal evidence that Hutt Road is being used as an
alternative route to the congested SH1 corridor with journey times between Glover
Street and Aotea Quay very similar at the height of the peak (approximately 7 mins 15
seconds). In the northbound direction, Hutt Road travel times are consistently slower
than the motorway throughout the day (5 mins 15 seconds via the motorway versus 7
minutes via Hutt Road). There is the potential to see greater use of the motorway over
Hutt Road in the evening peak period if it is reasonably accessible from ramps other
than at Aotea Quay;

•

Route choice shift from SH1 - it is estimated that around 6-8% of vehicles using Hutt
Road in the morning peak period have 3 or more occupants (~150 vehicles per hour)
and 5% on SH1 (~300 vehicles per hour). Hence, given that a T3 lane would be
quicker than using the motorway, a shift away from the motorway back to using the
Special Vehicle Lane on Hutt Road is conceivable. It is estimated that approximately
30% of vehicles using Hutt Road in the morning peak period have 3 or more
occupants (~750 vehicles per hour) and 20% on SH1 (~1200 vehicles per hour). This
potential demand for the T2 lane is likely to see it operate over its capacity and not
provide any benefit to any motorised mode compared to the current road layouts;

•

Route choice and mode shift away from Hutt Road – the effect of the congestion has
been reflected in the corridor demands and diversion to other corridors outside of that
forecast in the WTSM (SH1, Onslow Road and Kaiwharawhara Road), which indicates
a shift of approximately 200 vehicles per hour to Kaiwharawhara Road and SH1, with
a reduction at Onslow in the order of 200 vehicles per hour, and an increase of ~300
pax per hour using public transport. These forecasts were incorporated into the
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corridor assessments but still leave a level of displaced traffic that could be difficult to
effectively manage, particularly with the impacts to trucks;
•

Impact of investment in rail - at the time of preparing this report, it is understood that
the modelling forecasts provided for the Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road SSBC
project include investment in rail (sub-programme named RS2) to provide better
access for travel to Wellington from the north (e.g. Johnsonville, communities
along the North Island Main Trunk Link, and communities in Upper and Lower Hutt
and the Wairarapa). The potential implication is that if this investment is not
delivered then both bus patronage and traffic volumes may be higher than
forecast. For the Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road SSBC project, this may influence
the type of Special Vehicle Lane that is preferred on Hutt Road (e.g. bus lane
versus a high occupancy vehicle, and whether trucks should be permitted to use
the Special Vehicle Lane), and the economic evaluation specifically related to
benefits or disbenefits for general traffic and freight; and

•

Peak spreading before and after the typical 7am – 9am peak, which seems like the
most likely scenario in the short term. The Waka Kotahi TMS information indicates a
peak flow of approximately 6,100 vehicles per hour. In the period between 8am and
9am, the motorway is heavily congested, therefore reducing the throughput down to
~5,400 vehicles per hour (as shown in Figure 17). If the motorway throughput could
be sustained at the peak flow, there is the potential to substantially offset the impact of
converting one of the general traffic lanes to a Special Vehicle Lane. If the trucks are
not permitted to use the Special Vehicle Lane, there is likely to be some impact as it is
anticipated that there would be sustained slow conditions on the motorway over a
longer period, but not to the same level as estimated from the analysis so far.
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Figure 17: Throughout traffic profiles on SH1 (southbound)
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The combination of the above “behavioural responses” over and above what has been
forecast in WTSM has the potential to provide a neutral outcome for freight travelling to Aotea
Quay, but a range of impacts from neutral to moderate negative for trucks travelling via
Thorndon Quay.
This uncertainty in the impacts warrants further investigation in both the elasticities of the
public transport response, the routing in AIMSUN, and the potential impacts outside the
modelled periods in both the AIMSUN models and WTSM models.
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Active Modes Assessment
The assessment for active modes has been undertaken separately for facilities along the
corridor and crossing opportunities along the section of the corridor between Aotea Quay and
Thorndon Quay.

Corridor Facilities
The assessment of the facilities along the corridor has been undertaken based on the Danish
Level of Service method (spreadsheet supplied by Waka Kotahi) for the options being
considered (as outlined in Table 18). The corridor has been split into different segments in line
with the changing road layouts, types of facilities and corridor widths.
Table 18: Segment for active mode levels of service

Segment

Special Vehicle
Lane(s)

Cycling

Concept 1:

Southbound only

Bi-directional
facility

Both directions

Unidirectional
facilities

Southbound only

Unidirectional
facilities

Both directions

Bi-directional
facility

(a) Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to Tinakori Road) and
Thorndon Quay (Motorway overpass to
Mulgrave Street)
(b) Thorndon Quay (Tinakori Road to Motorway
overpass)
Concept 2:
(a) Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to Tinakori Road) and
Thorndon Quay (Motorway overpass to
Mulgrave Street)
(b) Thorndon Quay (Tinakori Road to Motorway
overpass) (narrower)
Concept 3:
(a) Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to Tinakori Road) and
Thorndon Quay (Motorway overpass to
Mulgrave Street)
(b) Thorndon Quay (Tinakori Road to Motorway
overpass) (narrower)
Concept 4:
(a) Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to Tinakori Road) and
Thorndon Quay (Motorway overpass to
Mulgrave Street)
(b) Thorndon Quay (Tinakori Road to Motorway
overpass) (narrower)
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The levels of service estimated using the Danish Cycling Method are provided in Table 19.
Table 19: Active Mode Level of Service along the corridor (Danish Level of Service)

Segment

Northbound

Southbound

Walk

Cycle

Walk

Cycle

Existing

D

F

D

F

Concept 1: Southbound bus lane with a bi-directional
facility

C

F

C

C

D

F

C

C

C

D

D

D

D

E

D

E

C

E

C

E

D

E

D

E

C

F

C

B

D

F

C

C

(b) Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to Tinakori Road) and
Thorndon Quay (Motorway overpass to Mulgrave
Street)
(c) Thorndon Quay (Tinakori Road to Motorway
overpass)
Concept 2: Bus Lanes in both directions with unidirectional cycle paths
(b) Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to Tinakori Road) and
Thorndon Quay (Motorway overpass to Mulgrave
Street)
(c) Thorndon Quay (Tinakori Road to Motorway
overpass)
Concept 3: Southbound bus lane with uni-directional
cycle paths
(b) Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to Tinakori Road) and
Thorndon Quay (Motorway overpass to Mulgrave
Street)
(c) Thorndon Quay (Tinakori Road to Motorway
overpass)
Concept 4: Bus lane in both directions with a bidirectional facility
(b) Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to Tinakori Road) and
Thorndon Quay (Motorway overpass to Mulgrave
Street)
(d) Thorndon Quay (Tinakori Road to Motorway
overpass)

Through the section between the motorway overpass and Tinakori Road, the cycling level of
service with uni-directional cycle paths is expected to be poor, primarily due to the constrained
width through the section, hence the bi-directional cycleway is preferred through this section.
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Using the Danish Level of Service spreadsheet provided, it appears that the level of service
for cycling is better with the bus lanes in both directions, which appears to be a little
counterintuitive because there is a wider buffer between the cycleway and the road for the
southbound only bus lane when compared to the concepts with bus lanes in both directions.
Figure 18 provides an indication of what a uni-directional cycle path (next to a bus stop) could
look like on Thorndon Quay.
Along Thorndon Quay, this assessment against the Danish Level of Service may not be a
differentiating characteristic, as the assessment is based on the Dutch approach to provide
cycle tracks on both sides of the road. In the Auckland Region, it is the width of facility and the
buffer width that determines the level of service, with a 1.8m uni-directional cycle path
meeting the threshold for a Quality of Service 2 facility (similar to Level of Service B), and a
3.0m bi-directional facility (1.5m in each direction) would be a Quality of Service 3 facility.
Walking level of service is expected to be good along the corridor for all except the concept
with bus lanes in both directions, and uni-directional cycle paths.
Figure 18: Example from Karangahape Road in Auckland (currently under construction)
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Crossing Opportunities
The active mode level of service for people crossing the road has been evaluated using the
level of service metrics provided by Austroads 4 which give consideration to both the crossing
delay and the crossing spacing (as shown in Figure 19).
Figure 19:Pedestrian crossing level of service

However, research suggests that wait times exceeding 30 seconds lead to people becoming
impatient and crossing the road. To understand what this means for Thorndon Quay,
signalised crossings have been assessed to understand the vehicle capacity, and threshold to
achieve a level of service A for buses (<= 10 seconds per bus) based on an average
pedestrian delay of 20 seconds and 30 seconds respectively (shown in Figure 20).
The HCM equation for used to estimate the pedestrian crossing delay (shown below) where C
is the cycle time and gwalk is the walk time (green man). The walk time has determined by
calculating the number of rows of pedestrians waiting to cross the road at a given time,
assuming 1sqm per pedestrian and a walk time of 2 seconds per row.

The forecast pedestrian volumes are in the order of 400 people per hour; however, in the
morning peak, the intensity of the arrivals at crossing points is higher reflecting people
(including school children) alighting buses and crossing the road.

4

AP-R575-15: Level of Service Metrics (Network Operations Planning, Figure A1.
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Figure 20: Level of Service and Capacity Thresholds to achieve desired pedestrian levels of service

Figure 19 indicates that if pedestrians and buses are prioritised over general traffic, then a 50
second cycle time would provide a good level of service for pedestrians crossing the road and
public transport; however during peak periods it is likely that the lower cycle times would
result in a greater level of congestion along the corridor, which is particularly relevant for the
southbound only scenarios. At a 70 second cycle time (pedestrian delay of 30 seconds), it is
anticipated that the peak period traffic demands (and mixed running buses for the southbound
bus lane only concepts) could be accommodated, but at the expense of increased pedestrian
delay.
The analysis above does not consider signal co-ordination, nor reduced pedestrian delays if
the signals are close to the bus stops. Using the Austroads method, the level of service is
expected to be D- (compared with the existing LoS D) at the existing crossings primarily due
to the crossing spacing. For signalised crossings adjacent to bus stops, it is anticipated that a
level of service B is achievable as the stops are close to the crossing.
The crossing level of service could be improved with additional crossings along the corridor,
including under the motorway overpass (next to relocated bus stops), at Tinakori Road and
potentially others along Thorndon Quay to provide a 100m spacing. In peak times, with a
cycle time of 70 seconds, the level of service for all modes is expected to be good, and in offpeak periods a cycle time of 50 seconds would also result in a good level of service for all
modes.
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Conclusions and
Recommendations
Bus Reliability
The provision of a Special Vehicle Lane on Hutt Road and a bus lane along Thorndon Quay is
likely to result in consistent travel times in the order of 10 - 11 minutes through to 2036 in both
directions. This is lower than the current observed peak period journey times and similar to
the off-peak travel times, where there is very little congestion along the corridor.
In the morning peak period, when compared to the 2036 scenario without bus priority
measures (the do-minimum), the potential benefit could be in the order of 10 minutes per bus.
In the evening period, the benefits are expected to be in the order of 1 – 2 minutes; however,
the caveat is that the model does not account for blocking back from the motorway ramps,
and hence the benefits of bus priority are likely to be higher than estimated in this
assessment. In the counter peak direction, the expected benefits of the bus priority measures
are likely to be less than a minute.
During the day, the future conditions along the corridor are unlikely to significantly impact on
the reliability of bus services (subject to parking turnover) that would warrant further
consideration of full-time bus lanes or Special Vehicle Lanes along the corridor (particularly
along Thorndon Quay).
The exception to the above conclusion is in the morning peak period where a T2 lane with
trucks is proposed. The volumes of traffic eligible to use the Special Vehicle Lane on Hutt
Road is too high to provide any benefit to any motorised mode travelling southbound through
this section. This is also likely to apply for a T2 lane without trucks as cars with more than two
occupants that use SH1 shift to Hutt Road to take advantage of the Special Vehicle Lane.
Therefore, it is recommended that a T2 lane (with or without trucks) is not considered further.
Freight Reliability
The reliability for trucks appears to be contingent on two aspects:
1. If trucks are eligible to use the Special Vehicle Lane on Hutt Road (Ngauranga to
Kaiwharawhara); and
2. If trucks are not permitted to use the Special Vehicle Lane on Hutt Road (Ngauranga
to Kaiwharawhara) and are confined to the general traffic lanes.
The use of the bus lanes on Thorndon Quay by trucks has not been considered as it is
inconsistent with the street environment. There are likely to be challenges associated with the
interaction at bus stops and the entrance to the bus terminal (crossing over the traffic lanes).
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If trucks are eligible to use the Special Vehicle Lane on Hutt Road (between Kaiwharawhara
and Ngauranga), then the reliability benefits for trucks (particularly in the peaks) are likely to
be similar to the estimated public transport benefits in this section of the corridor .
If trucks are not eligible to use the Special Vehicle Lane, then they are likely to be susceptible
to the impacts of replacing a general traffic lane with the Special Vehicle Lane (in the peak
periods), which are expected to be a combination of:
1. Increased public transport patronage beyond what is forecast in Wellington Transport
Strategy Model (WTSM) in the longer term;
2. Re-routing from Hutt Road to SH1 and other routes (such as Ngaio Gorge) beyond
what is forecast in WTSM;
3. Re-routing from SH1 for vehicles eligible to use a Special Vehicle Lane on Hutt Road;
4. Peak spreading; and
5. Provision of an alternative route to the Interislander Ferry Terminal via the proposed
Aotea Quay roundabout (discussed below).

The WTSM model forecasts reduce the traffic volume significantly, but still require an
additional 300 vehicle per hour (~5% of the peak motorway flow) reduction in the demand for
Hutt Road; however there isn’t the capacity on the motorway through the interchange to
accommodate this in the 7am – 9am period and there is limited spare capacity in the 6am –
7am period. However, the combination of the above has the potential to provide a neutral
outcome for freight travelling to Aotea Quay, but a range of impacts from neutral to moderate
negative for trucks travelling via Thorndon Quay
This uncertainty in the impacts warrants further investigation in both the elasticities of the
public transport response, the routing in AIMSUN, and the potential impacts outside the
modelled periods in both the AIMSUN models and WTSM models.
Benefit and Impact of Aotea Quay Roundabout
The potential benefit of the Aotea Quay roundabout is the potential to allow people and trucks
travelling to the Interislander Ferry Terminal via SH1, instead of Hutt Road (which is the only
route from the north accessible to the ferry terminal), and has the potential to be heavily
congested in the morning peak period with the implementation of a Special Vehicle Lane. The
work undertaken as part of the Multi-User Ferry Terminal project indicates that this may be in
the order of 400 vehicles per hour in the respective morning and evening peaks. The
conclusion at this stage is that there is merit in progressing to more detailed investigation of
the benefits of this inclusion, using the AIMSUN models; however it is anticipated that there is
a benefit for Interislander travel compared to the scenarios with a Special Vehicle Lane on
Hutt Road but without the Aotea Quay roundabout.
Impact of Service Lane
The provision of a service lane along Hutt Road at Kaiwharawhara introduces another traffic
signal phase and reduces the overall level of service to poor (F). However, except for a
Special Vehicle Lane being a T2 lane (with or without trucks), the Special Vehicle Lane should
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operate reasonably efficiently, therefore continuing to provide benefits for public transport. If
trucks are not able to use the Special Vehicle Lane, then they will be affected by the provision
of the service lane to the same level as general traffic.
Furthermore, if the preferred proposal is to connect to a new Multi-User Ferry Terminal at the
intersection of Hutt Road and Kaiwharawhara Road, the inclusion of the service lane would
result in a 5-phase intersection, which may affect the performance of the Special Vehicle Lane
as well. It is recommended that the Phase 2 work addresses this in more detail, including the
integration of options being considered by the Multi-User Ferry Terminal project.
Active Modes
The assessment for active modes has been undertaken separately for facilities along the
corridor and crossing opportunities along the section of the corridor between Aotea Quay and
Thorndon Quay. Through the section between the motorway overpass and Tinakori Road, the
cycling level of service with uni-directional cycle paths is expected to be poor, primarily due to
the constrained width through the section, hence the bi-directional cycleway is preferred.
The assessment indicates that a lower level of service is delivered with the uni-directional
cycle paths compared with the bi-directional cycle paths. Walking level of service is expected
to be good along the corridor for all options except the concept with bus lanes in both
directions, and uni-directional cycle paths.
Recommendations
From the analysis undertaken, the following initial conclusions have been developed and are
subject to more detailed assessment in the next stage of the project:
1. There is a very strong case for bus priority (southbound) in the morning peak (as per
Concept 1 and Concept 3) as it expected that there will be significant benefits;
2. There is a case for bus priority (northbound) in the evening peak, however the
expected benefit is lower than benefits in the southbound morning peak;
3. It is expected that with peak period bus priority, the bus journey times will be in the
order of 10-11 minutes which is lower than currently observed, and in the case of the
morning peak period, significantly lower than the do-minimum;
4. There doesn’t appear to be a strong case for all-day bus priority along the corridor as
the level of service (reliability) is expected to remain good in off-peak periods through
to 2036. However, along Hutt Road there would likely be a lesser impact to other road
users if the Special Vehicle Lane was implemented before congestion develops
throughout the day;
5. The type of Special Vehicle Lane is a balancing act between improving reliability for
buses, improving reliability for freight, managing the impact of converting a general
traffic lane to a Special Vehicle Lane, and ensuring that the volume of traffic in the
Special Vehicle Lane does not negate its benefits. As a result, the recommendation at
this stage (excluding safety considerations) is to exclude a T2 lane from further
investigation;
6. The roundabout at Aotea Quay/Mainfreight entrance should be included under all
options to provide an additional access to the Interislander Ferry Terminal, and/or to
mitigate potential impacts of restricting right turn movements on Hutt Road if a raised
median is implemented. The roundabout at Aotea Quay may negate the need to allow
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trucks in the Special Vehicle Lane to achieve the investment objective related to
access to the Interislander Ferry Terminal;
7. Consider additional controlled crossing points along Thorndon Quay to reduce the
spacing between the current (which will be upgraded) and proposed crossings at
Tinakori Road and the motorway overpass (where bus stops are proposed). More
crossings will improve the level of service by reducing the distance to walk to a formal
crossing point. The provision of additional crossings is unlikely to have a significant
impact on the reliability of public transport along the corridor;
8. Uni-directional cycle paths on Thorndon Quay (between the motorway overpass and
Thorndon Quay) are expected to result in a poor level of service for cycling and
walking due to the constrained width, hence extending the existing bi-directional cycle
path is recommended;
9. The provision of a bi-directional path along Thorndon Quay provides good level of
service (B/C) and a higher level of service than the uni-directional cycle paths (D/E)
using the Danish Cycling Level of Service method. This is primarily due to the path
width and the buffer between the cycle path and the road. However, this assessment
does not consider the safety implications of a bi-directional cycle path, which is being
addressed through the Investment Objective related to safety;
10. The elasticities of the public transport response, the routing in AIMSUN, and the
potential impacts outside the modelled periods in both the AIMSUN models and WTSM
models are to be further investigated in Stage 2 of the project to confirm the
assessment of the reliability for trucks, and;
11. Refine intersection layouts during Stage 2 of the project.
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